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THE PRESS AND THE RISE OF PEKING OPERA SINGERS 

TO NATIONAL STARDOM: THE CASE OF THEATER 

ILLUSTRA TED (1912-17) 

� Catherine V Yeh 

The Press and the Actor 

I n  t he first decades o f  t he twe ntiet h ce ntury, a new ki nd o f  public per
so nality a nd eve n natio nal ico n emerged: t he Peki ng Opera si nger , formerly 
regarded as t he lowliest member o f  society. T he most famous example is Mei 
La nfa ng rall75'.l Crucial to t his developme nt, i n  terms of bot h t he co nceptio n 
a nd t he receptio n of t he actor as a star, was t he press. T he most importa nt 
role was played by t he e ntertai nme nt newspapers k now n as xiaobao !J\¥�, 
w hich had spru ng up i n  t he Sha ng hai I nte rnatio nal Settleme nt just be fore 
t he tur n o f  t he ce ntury a nd soo n spread t hroug h t he larger urba n ce nters. 
Represe nted by Entertainment ( Youxi bao �JtX¥�) ( 1 897 -191 0?) a nd World 
Vanity Fair (Shijie janhua bao t!t W �HU�) (19 02-191 O?) , t hese early xiaobao 
marked out t heir specialty a nd territo lY wit hi n  t he market o f  commercial 
newspapers by maki ng the world o f  e ntertai nme nt i n  ge neral, a nd t he leadi ng 

courtesa ns a nd actors i n  particular, t heir focus. By i ntroduci ng the notio n  o f  
e ntertai nme nt as a newswort hy field o f  play a nd by maki ng a li nk betwee n 
t he star a nd t he press, t he xiaobao set i nto motio n t he mec ha nism t hat was 
to ge nerate a particular C hi nese star culture a nd was to propel e ntertai ners 
to natio nal stardom.2 

T he illustrated image was at the heart o f  t his developme nt. Illustratio ns 
had bee n a traditio nal mea ns o f  text e nha nceme nt, but i n  t he developme nt o f  

t he new star t he new image reproductio n tec hnologies o f  t he time, especially 
lit hograp hy a nd p hotograp hy, helped t he papers as well as t he e ntertai ners 
t hemselves to impla nt t his figure i nto the imagery o f  commercial a nd popular 
culture. E ntertai nme nt was amo ng the first to explore t his optio n. It used 
t he new a nd miraculous medium o f  p hotograp hy to e nha nce t he notio n  o f  
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1 For one of the pioneer studies on the 
opera singer as star, see Isabelle Duchesne, 
'The Chinese Opera Star: role and identity," 
Boundaries in China, ed.John Hay (London: 
Reaktion, 1994), pp.217-331. 

2 For studies on thexiaobao, see A Ying (Qian 
Xingcun), Wan Qing wenyi baokan shulue [ A  
survey of late Qing literary journalsl (Beijing: 
Zhonghua Shuju, 1959), pp.53-89; Zhu 
Junzhou, "Shanghai xiaobao de Iishi yange" 
[ The historical development of Shanghai 
tabloidsl, Xinwen yanjiu ziliao [Materials for 
the study ofjollrnalisml 42 (988): 171-5; Zhu 
Junzhou, "Shanghai xiaobao de 'dingsheng 
shiqi'" [ The peak of the Shanghai tabloidsl, 
Xinwen daxue OOllrnalism universityl 1988 
(summer): 57-75. For a study on the Youxi 

bao and the Shijie Janhua bao, see Catherine 
Yeh, "Deciphering the Entertainment Press 
1896--1920: the Youxi bao, the Shijie Janhua 
bao and their descendants," in joining the 

Global Public: word, image, and city in the 
early Chinese newspapers 1870-1910, ed. 
Rudolf G. Wagner ( Albany, N.Y.: SUNY, in 
press 2005), 
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3 Lu Xun, "Lun zhaoxiang zhi lei" [ On photo
graphy and the likel, in Lu Xun, LuXunquan
ji [ Complete works ofLu Xunl (Beijing: Remin 
Wenxue Chubanshe, 1989), vol. 1 ,  pp.l81-90; 
for a study on courtesans and photography, 
see Regine Thiriez, "Photography and 
Portraiture in Nineteenth-century China," East 
Asian History 17/18 (1999): 77-102. 

Figure 1 
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marvel a nd exciteme nt already associated with the top courtesa ns (Figure 1) .  
Later, photographs o f  opera stars would be fou nd i n  the e ntertai nme nt papers 
(Figure 2) a nd ador n the wi ndows o f  photography studios.3 Lithography was 
also very much in vogue. As the example of Theater Illustrated ( Tuhua jubao 
i1m��¥�) will show, it captured for the reader the new style o f  Peki ng Opera 
acti ng with its emphasis o n  actio n and moveme nt (Figure 3). 

Figure 2 

The Shanghai courtesan Hua Lijuan 1t:Jtf:l!lFl, who took 
second place in YOllxi bao's "flower competition" of 1898. 
To publicize the event, photographs of the top three contest
ants were offered as glue-ins in the newspaper. Youxi bao, 
3 October 1898, p.1 

Mei Lanfang in costume for the title role in the 'new' play Deng 
Xiagu !1JlJil1!tiS. ]ingbao :.fj'(,*, 12 April 1920, p2 
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T he star actor became t he point of 
convergence between t he media and t he Figure 3 

newly formi ng urban mass culture. Per haps Theater Illustrated IIIIUWi'�, front page, 20 August 1913 

inadve ltently, but effectively, t he opera 
singers wit h t heir stage art c hallenged t he 
supremacy of t he traditional 'famous literati' 
( mingshi 1S±) wit h t heir ac hievements in 
t he ort hodox literary arts of poetry, essay 
writing, painting, and calligrap hy. T he <:; 
xiaohao bot h instigated and re flected t he 
dramatic social transformation t hat came 
wit h t he rise of t he actor to stardom, w hic h 
in itself is an intriguing sign of a society 
undergoing a cultural identity crisis. 

T he close connection between t his rise 
of t he actor and t he construction of C hina as 
a modern nation has been pointed out in an 
i mportant study by Jos hua Goldstein 4 His 
article on " Mei Lanfang and t he nationaliz
ation of Peking Opera" brings out t he role of 
Qi Rus han 'PfPD W in making Peking Opera 
into a national drama form. He refers to t he 
importance of t he mass media in t his pro
cess } but does not offer a detailed analysis. 
T he present study explores t he question 
of w hy -of all t he possible candidates t he 
new Republ ic could have c hosen as its 
representative-it was t he actor w ho came 
to t he fore. T he crucial factor, as I will try 
to s how, was C hina's early press. 

T he pre ss was first to invoke t he no
tion of t he actor as a national personality, 
and it offered t he only early forum for 
patronage c ulture to go public, for aest hetic 
appreciatio n to be debated, and for t he 
notion of stardom to be explored. Before 
t he first entertainment papers came out, 
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t he big dailies had already pointed t he way. A close relations hip between 
t he commercial newspaper and t he t heater had been forged during t he early 
days of t he Shenhao I$¥� in Shang hai. Owned by a foreign consortium and 
managed by t he Englis hman Ernest Major, it was t he most important early 
C hinese-language newspaper. From its start in 1872, it had carried daily 

4 Joshua Goldstein, "Mei Lanfang and the 
Nationalization of Peking Opera, 1912-1930," 
Positions 7.2 (Fall 1999): 377-420. 

} Ibid., p.379. 

advertisements containing different t heater programs, w hic h sometimes 
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6 A new commercial relationship between 
leading actor and theater was established after 
the 1860s, with Shanghai playing a pivotal role. 
In Beijing, opera troupes were independent 
from the theaters in which they performed; 
actors only signed contracts with a troupe, 
and performed as part of that troupe with 
no possibility of operating on their own. By 
contrast, each Shanghai theater had its own 
core troupe. After the 1860s, when Shanghai 
theaters began to specialize in Peking Opera, 
they developed a strategy of inviting famous 
actors from Beijing on contract to be the 
lead singers in performances given by their 
own fixed Shanghai troupes. This freed both 
the individual opera singer and the theater 
to come to a market-based agreement, and 
allowed the actors to move across regional 
boundaries into an evolving national enter
tainment market. Other treaty ports such as 
Tianjin and Wuhan followed Shanghai's lead. 
As these singers were paid handsomely, they 
were more than willing to accept such invi
tations. During the same years, the most 
famous Shanghai courtesan performers also 
began to work the same circuit. This mobility 
and reports about it by nationally circulating 
newspapers created a new type of national en
tertainment space in which the opera star was 
the recognized icon. For a detailed study of this 
issue, see Catherine Yeh, "Where is the Center 
of Cultural Production: the rise of the actor 
to national stardom and the Beijing/Shanghai 
challenge (1860s-191Os)," Latelmperial China 

25.2 (December 2004): 74-118. 

CATHERINE V. YEH 

included the names of actors, sometimes adding "newly arrived " [from Bei
ing J (Figure 4). In addition it carried occasional theater news and published 
poems dedicated to actors. The new Shanghai entertainment xiaobao, starting 
just before the turn of the century, signaled the gradual rise to prominence 
of the individual actor by regularly carrying the names of the lead actors 
in the advertisements, as well as printing a flood of gossip about them. To 
draw attention to performances by the newly invited actors from Beijing, 
advertisements were placed on the front pages (Figure 5).6 By 19 04, this 
type of bold-lettered advertisement for visiting actors, though not on the 

Figure 4 

Shenbao, Shanghai theater advertisements, 1872 
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front page, would a lso become a regular · 
feature in the major daily papers (Figure Figure 5 
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6, see over Jea f)7 
Shijie fanhua bao i!tW�.¥Ii,jront page advertisement, 1901 

The turning point for the social status of 
the actor had come with the 1898 political 
reform movemen t With the public calls by 
reformers such as Liang Qichao *�� in 

many press articles to "renovate the people " 
through novels and operas, an utte rly new 
agenda was laid out for the opera and its 
per formers . The cultural capital o f  writers 
(literati /journalists /reformers ) participating 
in the public debates on the possible uses 
of theater was c rucial in the formation of 
star culture and b rought a respectability to 
the s cene which the entertainment papers 
could not themselves have secured. At the 
same time, the refo rm press had to face the 
realities of the commercial entertainment 
world of Peking Opera, where even the 
most high-flying reformist ideas would have 
to survive the test of the box-office . 

The press became the platform for de
bate on the role of theater. The inherited 
form of Peking Opera, it was argued, was 
not fit for the new agenda. Calls went 
out for a reform of the theater and opera 
along Western lives. In 1905, Chen Duxiu 
�tJ;* went so far as to claim that "the 
theater is in fact the university o f  the world , 
and the actor the grand teacher of all the 
people. "s Reform-minded literati promptly 
wrote new operas with a reform agenda 9 In this way, the reform movement 
gave an app reciably "p rogressive " facelift to what had hitherto been classed 

7 In Beijing, however, it was a different story. Even 
as late as 1913, Mei Lanfang was still surprised by 
the attention given by the Shanghai papers to a 
profession which he himself obviously still con
sidered to be beneath the purview of an educated 
readership. This emphasis on the individual rather 
than the theatertroupe already differed greatly from 
the practice in Beijing. According to Mei Lanfang, 
it was not until well into the Republican era that 
Beijing had newspaper advertisements and public 
posters (known as haibao 1IlI$R) for the theater. 

/Early in the era, even when the Beijing 
theaters did provide a program, they never 
supplied the name of the lead actor. See Mei 
Lanfang, Wutai shenghuo sishi nian [Forty 
years of life on the stage] (Beijing: Zhong
guo Xiju Chubanshe, 1961), vol.l, pp.46 
and 141; Ye Tao, Zhongguo jingju xisu 
[The customs of Chinese Peking Opera] 
(Xi'an: Shaanxi Renmin Chubanshe, 1994), 
pp.207-12. 

8 San Ai (Chen Duxiu), "Lun xiqu" [On 
opera], Xin xiaoshuo [New Fiction] (1905), 
quoted in A Ying, Wan Qing wenxue 

congchao: xiaoshuo xiqu yanjiu juan [A 
compendium of late-Qing literature: fiction 
and drama] (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju, 1960), 
p.52. 

9 See A Ying, Wan Qing xiqu xiaoshuo 

mu [Bibliography of late Qing drama and 
fiction] (Shanghai: Shanghai Wenyi Lianhe 
Chubanshe, 1954), pp.3-55.  
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Figure 6 

Xinwen bao, theater advertisement 13 August 1899 

as lowb row ente rtainment. Young 
dramatists and actors, some wit h 
a Japanese or US education, came 
out in favor o f  a new Western-style 
spoken t heater, w hic h t hey called 
'civilized new drama' (wenmingxinxi 
::x:��WJJX) or 'new t hea ter' (xinju tfJT 
�U) and late r 'spoken drama' (huaju 
i'i?i��).10 As a consequence, t he status 
o f  t heate r rose from mere entertain
ment to a po tential instrument o f  
political action ll 

10 Chen Baichen and Dong Jian, eds, 
Zhongguo xiandai xiju shigao [A draft 
history of modern Chinese theater! (Bei
jing: Zhongguo Xiju Chubanshe, 1989), 
pp.34-59. 

1 1 Ya Lu (Liu YazO, " Fakan ci" [Foreword!, 
Ershi shiji da wutai (1904, reprint); A Ying, 
Wan Qing wenxue congchao: xiaoshuo xiqu 
yanjiujuan, pp.175-7. 

12 For discussions of traditional opera and 
reform during the late-Qing period, see 
for example A Ying, Wan Qing wenxue 

W hile t here had been muc h 
deba te in t he re form camp on t he 
assessment o f  the tradi tional opera 
repertoire, w here so muc h was 

considered supe rstitious and lewd, 
there was no disagreement as to the 

ques tion o f  t he impo rtance o f  t heater 
as a means o f  educating t he common 
people. 1 2 Some o f  t he steps taken by 
actors t hemselves celtainly prompted 
re fo rmers to reconsider t hei r role and 

status. Some actors from S hang hai, 
namely Pan Yuejiao 1I)=j tf* and the 
b ro thers Xia Yuesan �)=j l1lfI and Xia 
Yue run �)=jll'�, began in 1903 to 
experiment wit h w hat was called at 
t he time 're formed opera' ( gailiang 
jingju 2&lit*�U) or 'new opera in 
contempora lY cos tume' (shizhuang 
xinxi ffi!fiIUJTIJ:ID. 13 Jo hn Fitzgerald 
and Henrietta Harrison have s hown 
to w hat degree ot her political and 

!congchao: xiaoshuoxiquyanjiujuan, pp.50-95; cultural insti tutions o f  t he Repub
Hsiao-t'i Li, "Opera, Society and Politics: Chinese lican period ca rried national impli
intellectuals and popular culture, 1901-1937"(PhD cations;14 t he same is true for ope ra 
diss., Harvard University, 1996). 

13 Beijingshi yishu yanjiusuo and Shanghai yishu 
re fo rm in t his ea rlier period. 

yanjiusuo, eds, Zhongguo jingju shi [A History of 
China's Peking Opera! (Beijing: Zhongguo Xiju 14 John Fitzgerald, AwakeningChina:politics, 
Chubanshe, 1990), voU ,  p.328; Chen and Dong, culture, andciassin theNationalistrevolution 
eds, Zhongguo xiandai xiju shigao, p.39. For a (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
more detailed study on the Xia brothers, see Joshua 1996); Henrietta Harrison, The Making oj the 

Goldstein, " From Teahouse to Playhouse: theaters Republican Citizen: political ceremonies and 
as social texts in early twentieth-century China," symbols in China, 191 1-1929 (Oxford: Oxford 
Journal oj Asian Studies 62.3 (2003): 770-4. University Press, 2000). 
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T he press became t he forum w here literati (wenren X}J journal
ists entered the field o f  entertainment to pus h t heir particular ideals o f  
social c hange. As t heir c hances to pus h re forms from above had been 
frustrated in 1 898, t hey aspired to en hance t heir own public impact 

t hrough t he medium o f  the press and were, in a way, pressing for star 
status for t hemselves at t he same time. As most newspapers came out o f  t he 
S hang hai Concessions, t he city naturally became the place w here journalists 
congregated to enter into t hese new careers. Presenting t hemselves as t he 
new force to set the agenda and establis h standards o f  taste in t he field o f  
cultural p roduction, t hey took t heir own per formance rat her seriously. As 
t heir aim was to promote re form throug h t heater, the elevation o f  t he ac
tor to star status was, for most o f  t he re form-oriented papers, a somew hat 
unintended byproduct. W hile t hese stars soon became financial and cultural 
forces in their own rig ht and moved on to become role models, the papers 

nonet heless used t his development for t heir own advantage, attempting in 
t he process to gain a certain degree o f  control over it. 

One o f  t he ways o f  asserting t heir authority was t hroug h t heater criticism 
and stage reviews. Already, be fore t he tu rn o f  t he centu ry, t he Shenbao had 
started to combine t heater news wit h reviews o f  certain per formances. From 
t he founding o f  the Shibao Ilif¥� in 1 904, t heater criticism -in t his case by Xu 
Banmei f*'¥-m (Z huodai !j[5f:, 1 878-1 958)-became part o f  daily newspaper 
fare. IS ( Xu Banmei later became a critic for the Theater Illustrated. ) Starting in 

t he last year o f  the Qing in 1 911 , t he Shenbao also began to publis h theater 
criticisms almost daily, in t his case by Wuxia ]ian'er 9'! T{9l�t16 At t he same 
time, the first journals appeared t hat were neit her gossipy entertainment nor 
broad-band commercial papers, but specialized serials on t he t heater written 
in an increasingly pro fessional manner. First came Twentieth-Century Stage 
(Ers hi s hiji da w utai =+llijc:;f($$i5'), founded in S hang hai in 1 904;17 t his 
was followed by jou rnals suc h as New Moon Theater( Gechang xinyue llfx*�*JT 
,Fj, 1913),journal o/New Theater (Xinju zaz hi *JTj�*iE�, 1 914), 18 TheActor's 

journal(Paiyou zaz hi {�F1f*iE�,It, 1 91 4), and TheaterMiscellany(Xiju congbao 
*JTj�jji¥�, 1 915). Some o f  t he papers fully dedicated to political re form also 
publis hed substantial amounts o f  t heater criticism, suc h as Establishing the 
Citizen ( Minli bao �.lz:¥�, 1 91 0), Citizens' Rights ( Minquan bao �tl, 1 91 1 ), 
and Citizens' Rights Plain and Simple ( Minquan su �tl�t 1 91 4)19 This type 
o f  serious, pro fessional public treatment o f  theater profited from t he ongoing 
fascination o f  t he public wit h t he stars on stage and in t heir private lives, 

but also dramatically enhanced t he cultural standing o f  t heater and provided 
muc h-needed critical input for its artistic development. T heater criticism also 
furt her heightened t he prominence o f  lead actors. 

The forces s haping t he star culture, however, overlapped in many ways. 
T he editors, jou rnalists, and critics in bot h t he commercial and advocacy 
news media mig ht themselves be actors, playwrig hts or stage directors. W hile 
many o f  t hem favored the new t heater, they did so because o f  its perceived 
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15 Ma Boxi, Lao Shanghai [Old Shanghai] 
(Shanghai: Taidong Tushuju, 1919), p. 130. 

16 See Ni Baixian and Wang Shaofeng, eds, 
"Shenhao xiqu wenzhang suoyin" [An index 
to articles relating to theater in the Shenbao] 
in Zhongguo xiju zhi Shanghai juan bianjibu, 
ed. Shanghaixiju shiliaohuicui [Extracts from 
historical materials on Shanghai theater] 4 
(1987), p.8. 

17 For a study on this journal, see Yang Tian
shi, "Ershi shiji da wutai" [Twentieth-century 
stage] in Xinhai geming shiqi qikan jieshao 

[An introduction to journals in the period 
of the Xinhai revolution (1911)], ed. Ding 
Shouhe (Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1982), 
voU, pp.482-8. 

18 For a short study, see Xiong Yuezhi, "Xinju 

zazhl" [The Journals of The New Theaterl in 
ibid., vol.4 (1986), pp.281-92. 

19 For a short study on these newspapers, see 
Zhu Zongzhen, "Minquan bao" [On Citizen 
Rights], in ibid., vol.4, pp.21 1-27; Wang Fu
min, "Minli bao" [On Establishing the Citizen], 

in ibid., vol. 5  (1987), pp.121-49. 
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20 Goldstein notes that during this period 
the demarcation between traditional and 
new plays had not yet become rigid; see 
his " Mei Lanfang and the Nationalization of 
Peking Opera, 1912-1930," p.391. 

21 [Zhengl Zhengqiu, "Ben bao tonggao" 
[An announcement by our paper], Theater 

Illustrated (hereafter THJBl, 9 November 
1912, p.1 .  

22 For a short biography of Shen Bocheng, see 
Bi Keguan and Huang Yuanlin, eds, Zhongguo 

manhua shi [A history of Chinese cartoonsl 
(Beijing: Wenhua Yishu Chubanshe, 1986), 
pp.47-56. 

Figure 7 
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power to in fluence people's minds and attitudes. As t raditional opera was 
extremely popular among t he common people, t he 'progressive' elements 
in its institutions, artistic forms, and content could be ha rnessed for t he new 
purpose and could not be re jected outrig ht as 't raditional . ' zo For all types o f  
pape rs in volved, t he public interest in t he rising opera stars was important 
commercially, and t he stars depended on t he papers to sp read t hei r fame. 
T he pape rs had di fficulty, howeve r, in adequately rendering t he ever more 
important per fo rmance aspects o f  t he stage beyond simple verbal description. 
In 1 91 2, C hina's first illustrated newspape r specializing in t heater, Theater 
Illustrated, set out to remedy t his situation. T his journal will be t he primary 
focus o f  t he present study. 

Miyako shimbun .J!lMfilii'J, KyOto, 1 February 1889 

The Role of Theater Illustrated in Shaping the 

Image of the New 'Civilized/Cultured'Star 

T he appearance o f  papers specializing in one pa rticular 
type o f  ente rtainment signals t he rise in status and t he broade r 
ma rketab ility o f  entertainment art and a rtists. Entirely devoted 
to t he stage, and to singers and acto rs alike, Theater Illustrated 
was unique in combining pictorial rep resentations o f  stage 
scenes wit h t heater c riticism. As t he paper announced in its 
first issue, it c hose to link pictorial rep resentation ( tuhua) IIII!: 
wit h t he t heate r so as to make use o f  t he two most accessible 
media for conveying re formist ideas to t he broadest possible 
segment o f  society.21 

T he use o f  lit hograp hy rat her t han p hotograp hy in t he 
journal re flects a nineteent h-century legacy from t he West and 
Japan , w here lit hograp hy had been t he dominant medium 
in ente rtainment newspapers (Figu re 7). Mo re important, 
however, was t he background o f  t he paper 's two founde rs, 

Z heng Z hengqiu l�lE;f;k ( 1 888-1 935) and Qian Bing he �m 
� ( 1 879-1 944), bot h o f  w hom had been working for re form 
newspapers wit h a strong emp hasis on illustration. Newspa
pers t hat advocated revolution, suc h as t he Minli baa and 
t he Minquan baa, had already begun to use illustrations as 
part o f  t heir political commentary. In 1 91 1 , bot h pape rs also 
produced illustrated dailies , t he Minli huabaa .B-\:lz:I!:¥� and 
t he Minquan huabaa .B-\tl:jl¥�. T hese publis hed t heater criti 
cism written by none ot her t han Z heng Z hengqiu, combined 
wit h t heater illustrations by Qian Bing he and S hen Boc heng 
1t{i3� ( 1 889-1 920, w ho late r signed his work Boc hen 1i3WD22 

(Figures 8 and 9). A look at Theater Illustrated quickly s hows 
t hat in te rms o f  political orientation, content, and form it was 
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Figure 8 

Chen Bocheng, "Xiao Zihe zhi shi Du Shiniang" IJ\.yTD 
ZrrJjtt+� (Xiao Zihe [Feng Chunhangj in the role of Du 
Shiniang). Minquan huabao, 1911; reprinted in Guojia 
tushuguan wenguan wenxian katta zhongxin, ed., Qingdai 
baokan tuhua jichang m{�¥HU[i:l:�px; [Collection ofIllus
trated Newspapers of the Qing period} (Beijing, 2001), vol. 11 , 
no.l, p.120 

very muc h indebted to t hese two predecessors.23 

Figure 9 

Chen Bocheng, ''Mao Yunke shi Xin Chahua xiangqian 
zhangjia shi shenqi lingran" =€:$l:£iljrrJj¥JT*1Er'iJM$�1F.f 
fi$*"I�� (!be righteous spirit of Mao Yunke playing the 
role of the New Lady Cit the Camellias going ahead to hox 
the ears (of the man who insulted her)), Minquan huabao, 
1911; reprinted in Guojia tushuguan wenguan wenxian 
kaifa zhongxin, ed., Qingdai baokan tuhua jichang(Beijing, 
2001), vol.ll, no.l, p.120 

Anot her important factor in c hoosing lit hograp h illustration over ot her 
types o f  representations (suc h as t he newly available tec hnology for printing 

p hotograp hs )  was t he particular relations hip between commerc ial advertising 

I(facsimile, no publisher or pagination ) ; Min

quan huabao, reprinted in Qingdai baokan 

tuhuajichang [Collection of illustrated news
papers ofthe Qing period] (Beijing, Quanguo 
Tushuguan Wenxian Suowei Fuzhi Zhongxin, 
2001), Yo1 . 11/12. 23 The source materials used here are Xin

hai nian: Guangdong Pingmin, Shanghai 
Minli, Qimin-huabao shiling [A collection 

lof illustrated journals from the year 1911: 
Guangdong's Pingmin (huabao), Shang
hai's Minli (huabao) and Qimin (huabao)] 
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24 Ellen Johnston Laing, Selling Happiness: 

calendar posters and visual culture in early 
twentieth-century Shanghai (Honolulu: Uni
versity of Hawai'i Press, 2004). 

25 Geremie Barme, "An artist and his Epithet: 
notes on Feng Zikai and the manhua," Papers 

on Far Eastern History 39 (1989): 18-43; see 
also his An Artistic Exile: a life of Feng Zikai 
(1898-1975) (Berkeley, Calif.: University of 
California Press, 2002). 

26 Zheng Zhengqiu, "Tichang geming" [A call 
for revolution], THJB, 13 March 1913. 

27 See Zheng Zhengqiu, "Ben bao tonggao," 
THJB, 9 November 1912, p.l. 
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and t he entertainment papers. Many artis ts for these papers had received t heir 
training in the grap hic arts by drawing commercial advertisements for foreign 

produc ts suc h as cigare ttes in S hang hai. Line drawing was t hus a relatively 
deve loped skill in t he early twentiet h cent Uly.24 Lit hograp h reproduction 
was also c heaper t han reproducing p hotograp hy. T here was, fur thermore, 
no way o f  reproducing indoor on -location p ho tograp hy wi thout great ex
pense. In t his period, hand -drawn illus tration was also a statement; it was 
new, especially in t he way it was used in Theater Illustrated. As Geremie 
Barm e has poin ted out, cartoon ( manhua �:I:) was an artis tic genre that 
t he educated elite found rewarding 25 For t he re form-minded artis t, it was 
one way o f  exerting in fluence and establis hing a position o f  his own in t he 
new market o f  commercial /political print entertainment. 

Wit h their s trong and explicit agenda o f  promoting a 'revo lution' on and 
throug h t he stage, t he paper and i ts journalists dissocia ted themselves from 
the increasingly negative stigma o f  traditional t heater and its performers, and 

redefined and upgraded the 're form' stage and its actors into a potential force 
in t he development o f  a new t heater and an equally new t heater culture. 

Wit h t his revolutionary agenda, the Theater Illustrated was from t he 
outset rather ambivalent about t he role played by t he budding opera s tars, 
for whom it used t he neologism 'famous actors' ( mingjue 1'; �). It came out 

agains t the heavy emp hasis placed on t he top stars (most o f  w hom were, 
as noted, invited from Beijing by t he S hang hai t heaters for s hort- term ap
pearances ). Good per formances and hig h-quality operas, the paper argued, 
did not and s hould not depend on an individual star, but resulted from col
lective e ffort. T hey could only be ac hieved t hrough t he utter dedication of 
eac h individual actor in the troupe, good t heater organiza tion, and sound 
financial management. 

T he trouble t he paper had with the stars went even deeper t han t his. 
Writing in revolutionary mode, Z heng Z hengqiu would claim in 1 913 in his 
ar ticle "A Call for Revolution," tha t the problem was t he moral character o f  
t he 'famous ac tors . '  T hey represented a kind o f  theater culture t hat encour
aged arrogance, tyranny and corruptibili ty on the par t o f  the lead singer, and 
subservient fawning and flattering by t he middle and lower-ranking singers 
as t hey tried to ingratiate t hemselves wit h him. All this was incompatible 
wi th the spirit o f  t he new theater cultu re, and t he 'revolu tion' called for in 
t his article was in fac t  a summons to overt hrow t he 'famous actor' system 
and the entire way in w hic h t heater had hit her to been organized. To end t he 
moral decay in herent in t his system and bring abou t a 'clean' new t heater 
culture, a war had to be waged ,z6 

Z heng Z hengqiu con tras ted the mingjuesystem wit h the true agenda o f  t he 
time, t he 'progress o f  civiliza tion' (wenmingjinhua )(EJij�1t), a notion very 

muc h at t he fore front o f  C hina 's re form and revolutionary movement. 27 A lready 
t he opening statement o f  Theater Illustrated had declared t hat its aim was to 
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ac hieve this ideal. In spe cific terms t his meant " to re form t he t heater world 
[gailiangjujie r&.5tlj�J1!.] wit h t he aim o f  re forming society" ; and to ac hieve 
this, t he pape r was to put its emp hasis on "promoting t he t heater w hile at 

t he same time correcting its [mistakes]" and on "supe lvising t he ac tors and 
giving praise [w hen they made prog ress toward this end ]. ,,28 Con fli ct was 
p robably inevitable. Even w hile t he 'famous ac tor' system mig ht seem too 
commercial , individualis tic, and morally suspect to fit into t his overall pro
gram , t hese stars also en hanced t he attractiveness o f  t he t heater and gave 
t he newspaper its hig h  profile and commercial viability. T he paper could 
not help but focus on t hem, even more so as t heater criti cism as well as 
illus tra tion necessarily privileged leading a ctors. 

Unable to do away wit h t he prominent position o f  opera stars on i ts 
pages, Theater Illustrated took a pro -active approac h: it would play an 
ac tive role in defining t he star. As its editors believed that the top actors 
would gain prominent positions on t he na tional public stage and would be 
able to exe 11 considerable in fluence on society, t hey set out, as part o f  t he 
journal's program o f  t heater re form , to involve t hemselves in s haping t he 

image o f  t he new icons. Writing in a more realis tic mode , Z heng would 
t here fore claim in ot her statements t hat t he purpose o f  t he paper was to 
s hape t he moral c harac ter of t he stars rat her t han to wage war for t he abol
i tion o f  sta rdom al toge ther. To dispel the traditional s tigma associated wit h 
t he acting p ro fession and to make the lead actors suitably 'civilized' models 
for emula tion, certain moral standards had to be establis hed for t hem. T he 

old-style social rela tions wi thin t he troupes had to be changed and t he col
lective interaction o f  t he members of t he troupe in t he pursuit o f  excellence 
had to be p romo ted. 

Toge the r  wi th mo re general pieces promoting a 'blend' o f  traditional 
and new operas and calling for respect for bot h, t he journal t hus came out 
wit h cri tical evaluations and comparative appraisals o f  individual lead actors. 
Its e fforts to raise the cons ciousness o f  a ctors and nurt ure t heir moral fiber 
were geared towards eleva ting t he standing o f  t heater altoget her, and no t 
jus t t hat o f  'new' plays. T he journal was to be t he public guardian ; its duty 
was to 'extol' actors o f  good be havior w ho had sel f-respec t and kept t he 
public interest in mind , and to 'penalize ' t hose w ho were "resigned to t heir 
ba ckwardness" and only took care of t heir own interests. 29 

In t he following four case s tudies, I s hall try to demons trate how the 
paper moulded t he opera star-w ho was bo th its li fe-line and its ideological 
opponen t-wit hin t his new conceptual framework, and how it set out to 
develop t he sta r's potential as a new national icon w ho combined wenming 
('civilized' moral integrity ) wi th hig h  artisti c ac hievement. 

63 

28 Zheng Zhengqiu, " Lunshuo: bianji dagang" 
[Editorial: editorial principles], THJB, 10 
November 1912, p.1. 

29 Ibid. 
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30 Much has been written on the life and art 
of Tan Xinpei. For an overview, see Beijing 
shi yishu yanjiusuo, Shanghai yishu yanjiu
suo, eds, Zhongguo jingjushi [The History of 
Peking Opera! 1: 412-19; on his relationship 
to the Empress Dowager, see Qi Rushan, 
"Tan si jiao" [On four actors! in Qi Rushan 
quanji[Compete works ofQi Rushan! (Taipei: 
Lianjing Chubanshe, 1979), vol.4, pp.2188--92; 
on his life and art, see Dai Shujuan, ed., Tan 

Xinpei yishu pinglun ji[Critical essays on the 
aesthetics of Tan Xinpei's performing art! 
(Beijing: Zhongguo Xiju Chubanshe, 1990). 

31 For a short biography of Tan Xinpei, see 
Beijing shi yishu yanjiusuo, Shanghai yishu 
yanjiusuo, eds, Zhongguo jingju shi, voLl, 
pp.412-19. 

32 For a detailed study of Tan's visits to 
Shanghai, see Luo Liangsheng, "Tan Xinpei 
liuci dao Shanghai" [Tan Xinpei's six visits 
to Shanghai] in Shanghai xiju shiliao huicui 
IExtracts from historical materials on Shanghai 
theaterl, vol.3, (1985), pp.62-7. 

33 See Zhou ]ianyun, "Tan Xinpei nanlai 
Hushang yanchu zhi huisu" [A retrospective 
on Tan Xinpei's Shanghai performancesl, in 
Tan Xinpei yishu pinglun ji IA collection of 
reviews of Tan Xinpei's artl, ed. Dai Shujuan, 
pp.l39--40. 
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The Star as Artist: The Famous Tan Xinpei �J1:f:.g: Comes to 

Shanghai in 1912 

In t he early twentiet h century Tan Xinpei (1 847-1 91 7), an actor o f  
'senior male' (laosheng ��) roles, enjoyed very hig h  status among t hea ter 
aficionados, especially in Beijing. As one o f  t he favorites o f  t he Empress 
Dowager, Tan clearly reigned supreme in Peking Opera, but he was also 
widely respected for t he innovative artistic elements in his singing. He had 
developed his own sc hool by co mbining di fferent tradi tions o f  singing into 
a style t hat gave his c haracters new psyc hological dept h.30 Huang C hujiu � 
�fL, the owner o f  S hang hai's "newest o f  t he new" t heater CXinxin wutai *ff 
��i:t)-as well as t he famous amusement park Great World CDa s hijie 1\ 
tl:W)- had invited Tan to per form in his t heater in 1 91 2. To adver tise the 
event, he had con ferred on him t he title "King o f  t he t heater world" ( lingjie 
dawang {�W 1\ J::) , akin per haps to t he modern eponym 'superstar ' in film 
and music entertainment Y 

Between 1 880 and 1 91 5, Tan altoget her made six visits to S hang hai, 
w hic h since t he 1 87 0s had become t he main rival to Beijing as t he center 
for Peking Opera.32 As Mei Lan fang would say muc h later, S hang hai was 

t he place to ei ther make or break a singer 's career. We are interested in 
Tan's fi ft h  visit here. A few days be fore his arrival t he Theater Illustrated 
had been founded. 

Wit h suc h a gigantic figure coming to t he S hang hai stage, t he Theater 
Illustrated used t he opportunity to focus on t he art o f  Tan Xinpei rat her t han 
his person, and on c hallenging t he S hang hai t heater audience to have t he 

sop histication to appreciate t he actor; t hat Tan was an avid opium smoker, 
for example, was neve r mentioned. A repo rt about his impendi ng visit ap

peared in t he first issue o f  t he paper. In t he news section covering t heater 
( liyuan xiaoxi �ImY�}�J, writing under t he pen name Maimai 11*11* t he critic 
Z han Yumen �ffir� declared, t hat it was truly auspicious t hat t he founding 
o f  t he paper coincided wit h t he arrival o f  t he "leading figure" Ctaidou *' 
4) o f  Peking Opera. Yet, t he critic asked, "will he be success ful wit h t he 
S hang hai audience ?" and would t he Xinxin T heater, w hic h had invited him, 
be able to make t he visit a commercial success ? T he Xinxin had engaged 
Tan Xinpei for t he proud sum o f  16, 000 yuan plus 5, 000 yuan for expenses, 
a fortune and a risky venture w hen compared to t he few t housand yuan 
o ffered to ot her invited lead singers, or t he few hundred yuan paid to actors 
belonging to t he t heater itsel f.33 

T he paper lived up to its part o f  t he c hallenge by keeping t he focus on 
Tan during his entire s tay, wit h S hen Boc heng creating illustrations o f  most 
o f  his per formances as well as providing terse critical comments. CFigures 
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Figure 10 

Chen Bochen, "Shi jieting " �m¥ 
[Losing jieting!. Theater Illustrated, 16 

November 1912 

Figure 11 

Benchen, "ZhuoJang Cao" j:.lE1ilI:� [Cap
turing and Releasing Cao Cao!. Theater 
Illustrated, 18 November 1912 

10 and 1 1 .) Shen tried to captu re the 
psychological depth o fTan's art o f  charac
te rization. The illus trations would p resen t 

the opera sta r as an artist by catching, in 
Shen's own words, his "spi rit" (shenqi :fEll 
�), his "brilliant per formance" Cjingcai 
ffi*), his "demeano r" (zishi ��), and 
his "t rue features" (zhenxiang �f§). 
These te rms signal the fi rst attempts to 
depic t the art o f  the opera s inger in a 
language close to tha t  used for the a rts 
o f  lite rature o r  painting. Desc ribing the 
character o f  the ac tor through his acting 
and per fo rmance e ffectively elevated 
him to the rank o f  a master o f  high ar t. 

Figure 10  s hows Tan Xinpei playing 
the role o f  Kong Ming JL EYi (i.e . ,  Z huge 
Liang �� 7/:;), t he brilliant military strat
egist o f  the T hree Kingdoms (Sanguo 
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34 Shen Bocheng, statement on illustration of 
Capturing and Releasing Cao Cao in THfS, 
10 January 1913. 

35 There is a famous story about the first 
encounter between Qi Rushan (an eminent 
theater historian, critic and playwright) and 
Mei Lanfang. After seeing Mei's performance, 
Qi wrote him a letter in which he suggested 
that Mei, when playing the qingyi (a serious 
female, whose performance traditionally 
relies primarily on singing and not upon 
acting) role of a wife whose husband returns 
after a long absence and tries to convince 
her that he is indeed her husband, should 
show the wife's reaction to his words by 
using his body and facial expressions; 
it was not credible, he suggested, for a 
wife not to be moved and show interest. 
See Qi R ushan, Qi Rushan huiyi lu 
[Memoirs of Qi Rushanl (Beijing: Zhongguo 
Xiju Chubanshe, 1989), pp. 100-9; also see 
Chen Jiying, Qi Rushan yu Mei Lanfang fQi 
Rushan and Mei Lanfangl (Taipei: Zhuanji 
Wenxue Chubanshe, 1967), pp.20-5. 

Figure 12 
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��) period. T he accompanyi ng text states t hat t he illustration is meant to 
convey t he expression o f  cunning and skepticism in Tan's face -cunning 
wit h rega rd to his plan to de feat t he enemy, and skepticism wit h regard to 
t he ability o f  his military commander Ma Su ,�� to carry out t his plan. A 
'special advertisement' appears at t he bottom o f  t he illustration, p resumably 
paid for by t he Xinxin T heater. The following illustration (Figure 1 1 ) depicts 
a scene from Capturing and Releasing Cao Cao (Z huo fang Cao :j:):EnlC!D, 
w he re Tan played t he role o f  C hen Gong It.'§: t he illustration evokes the 
moment w hen C hen Gong hesitates as he plans to cut o ff Cao Cao's head. 
It captures t he inner feeling o f  a man struggling wit h himsel f between moral 
considerations (s hould he kill Cao Cao?) and t he fear t hat t his mig ht be mis
understood by Cao's enemies as a sign t hat he supported t hem. In t he end 
he departs wit hout killing him, leaving be hind a poem written on a wall. 

W hile t his emp hasis on t he art o f  acting rat her t han simply on t he sing
ing ce rtainly helped to elevate t he cultu ral respectability o f  t he actor , it was 
also designed to promote an aest hetic of t he theate r as an all-encompassing 
art form. It asked t heater visitors to pay attention not just to t he singing 
but also to t he acting.34 It has been pointed out by sc holars t hat up to t hat 
time t he Beijing-dominated t heater aest hetics privileged t he voice, and a 
true connoisseur would focus on listening to t he arias (tingxi �i.o rat her 
t han on looking at t he action on stage; some would go so far as to close 
t heir eyes so as to really enjoy the per formance. Movement and acting were 
somet hing for less refined tastes. T he notion o f  an opera star s howing a 
deep a rtistic understanding t hroug h singing, movement and acting (including 
facial expression) t hus became part of t he new t heater aest hetics promoted 

by t he paper.35 T he emp hasis on visual 
rep resentation t hroug h illustrations marks 

Advertisement page with an illustration of Tan Xinpei at the center. Theater 
Illustrated, 9 November 1912 

t he beginning o f  an image -conscious and 
image-d riven star culture. 

T he e levation o f  a top opera singer to 
stardom was further en hanced by advertise
ments. The star features are unmistakable 
he re. T he fi rst and second issues o f  t he 
Theater Illustrated carried an over -sized 
illustrated advertisement (Figure 1 2). 
Prominently displayed , it o ffered an image 
o f  Tan based on a p hotog rap h toget her 
wit h an introduction o f  t his 'King o f  t he 
t heater world.' T he illustration re ferred to 
t he p ractice o f  t he Beijing t heaters o f  plac
ing an object symbolizing a particular act 
outside t he door o f  the t heate r. The broken 
stele in t he advertisement illustration re fers 
to t he ope ra Ii's Mortuary Stele (Li lingbei 
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'$@:liJli!), for which Tan was so famous.36 36 See Ye, Zhongguojingju xisu, pp.207-9. 

The paper also carried illustrations focusing on movement in a further 
attempt to define Peking Opera as a high art engaging both body and mind 
(Figures 13  and 1 4) .  

Figure 1 3  

Tian Mo, "Tiao Huache" :f!JE •• [Overturning the Rolling Chariots!. Theater Illustrated, 
8January 1913 

Figure 14 

Xue Ni, "Dao hun ling" �ljji\� 
(Stealing the Soul Bell!. Theater 

Illustrated, 22January 1 913 
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Figure 15 
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Unfortunately, the only extant copy of the Theater Illustrated is missing 
the section that contains the article giving a critical appraisal of Tan's per
formance, which makes it impossible to compare the opinions of the critic 
with that ofthe illustrator. Nevertheless, it would appear from the illustrations 
that the illustrator consciously projected the lead actor as an artist on the 
same high level as traditional 'famoLls literati,' attributing to him an artistic 
stature worthy of the name of star. 

Although these illustrations of Tan have much in common with traditional 
figure paintings (renwu hua A �:I:) with their emphasis on positive repre
sentation, an alternative scenario did exist. Standing in stark contrast to these 
figure drawings are the political illustrations by Qian Binghe. Published in the 
Theater Illustrated of the same period (Figures 1 5  and 16 ), these cartoons, in 

Figure 16 

Qian Binghe, "Ge xu qi pao" l!fJJ��#l [Cut off the Beard, Throw 
Away the Robe}, subtitled "'New drama' of the Republic" (Gonghe 
xinju *UOlfJTiJU). The text explains that according to Zheng 
Zhengqiu, who was a journalist for the Minli bao [Establishing the 
Citizen} at the time, during the Wuhan uprising in J 9 J 1 a high
ranking Qing offiCial shaved o./! his beard and tore off his official 
robe in an effort to escape capture and save his life. Theater Illus
trated, 15 November 1912 

Qian Binghe, "Saochu zhang 'ai" JW ll#;�iE !Removing 
Obstacles}, subtitled "New drama o.lthe Republic. "  A 
sweeper in Republican army uniform clears away all that 
is connected to the Qing dynasty. Theater Illustrated, 18  
November 1912 
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which a strong influence in spirit and form from Western-style drawing can 
be seen, treat another kind of new star-the politician-with sarcasm. 

Although we do not have the Theater Illustrated's critical comments on 
Tan, we know that Tan himself was very much aware of the power of the 
newspaper and its editor. Zhou Jianyun )ilf]AAIj�, the prominent theater critic 
and later co-founder of the Ming-xing Film Studio CMingxing yingpian gongsi 
E!J3£�Jt0P]), recalls that at the time when Tan visited the city, an entertain
ment newspaper with the name of Tides on the Huangpu River (Huangpu 
chao Jf±mifD came out with a devastating review of Tan's performance. Tan 
knew this, and was also aware of being watched by Zheng Zhengqiu, who 
was already by then a well-known theater critic and advocate of new drama. 
Tan felt the pressure and was extremely diligent in his performancesY 

The question remained, however, as to whether or not Tan was able to 
live up to the moral stature that theater reformers such as Zheng Zhengqiu 
thought was an essential qualification if the star was to become a model 
worthy of emulation. Perhaps because Tan was such a big star in Beijing 
and a darling of the Empress Dowager, or because Tan was an extremely 
arrogant person and the conditions he had attached to his contract were so 
outrageous and imperious, we know from the memoirs of theater critics of 
the time that Zheng Zhengqiu's attitude towards him remained hostile. 38 After 
someone in the audience had been slapped in the face by nmners working 
for the Xinxin Theater because he had dared to boo Tan's performance, 
Zheng Zhengqiu unleashed a torrent of criticism against the theater (and 
indirectly Tan), and was joined in this by other xiaobao journalists, with the 
result that Tan's visit nearly ended prematurely. The theater owner and Tan 
had to apologize to the public through newspaper advertisements, and to 
officially withdraw the title 'King of the theater world' used for Tan.39 The 
ambiguity of the Theater Illustrated-with its double agenda of promoting 
a new aesthetic and political cast for the stage alongside a new persona for 
the actor-comes to the fore in the treatment of Tan, whose art is praised 
but whose character is impugned. 

The way in which the paper presented the opera star differed greatly from 
the way in which the new drama actors and directors saw their roles. The 
experienced reader would notice the difference between the presentation in 
illustrations of traditional opera actors and of those playing the new opera 
(Figure 17). In the illustrated advertisement Ctuhua guanggao i1.}�H5) for 
the new play Garden at Night ( Ye huayuan :&1£ !!ill) not just the lead singer 
but all the principal actors are shown and their names are listed in a modest 
fashion. As we shall see later, the promotion of the new opera in the Theater 
Illustrated focused on the collective, and not on the individual star. 

In its reports on a star like Tan Xinpei, the Theater Illustrated dem
onstrated that it was determined to make the actor feel its power. Through 
criticism and illustrations, the paper spelled out what it saw as the key 
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37 ZhouJianyun, "Tan Xinpei nanlai Hushang 
yanchu zhi huisu," p.140. 

38 Luo Liangsheng, "Tan Xinpei liuci dao 
Shanghai," pp.65-{i. 

39 Ibid.; Lanwairen (Wu Xingzai), "Lingjie 
dawang Tan Xinpei" [Tan Xinpei, the King of 
the theater world], Jingju jianwen lu [Record 
of things seen and heard about Peking 
Opera] (Beijing: Baowentan Shudian, 1987), 
pp.8--9 . 
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Figure 17 

Chen Bocheng, advertisement for "Ye huayuan" W11:� [Garden at NightI Theater Illustrated, 10 November 1912 

40 Mei, Wutai shenghuo sishi nian, yoU, 
p.123. 

features of a 'civilized' aesthetics. It continued to highlight Tan's artistic 
achievements even while being critical of his social behavior. The paper's 
flexibility is demonstrated in its treatment of a then relatively unknown actor 
with great potential: Mei Lanfang. 

TbeStar asModem Personality: TbeLittle-KnownMei Lanjang 

Comes to Shanghai 

Mei Lanfang himself described his 1913 trip to Shanghai as the turning 
point in his career.40 He was then twenty, had specialized in young dan 
11 (female roles) mostly playing the qingyi F!f::&:, the serious and morally 
upright young female, and had never left Beijing. He was invited as a young 
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and promising actor to accompany the much more famous Li Fengqing * 
IiP�� to Shanghai. The difference in their status is evident from their market 
value. Li was paid 3,200 yuan and Mei 1 ,400 yuan until Li intervened to have 
the latter's wage raised to 1 ,800 yuan. The original one-month contract was 
later extended to 45 days 41 For a relatively unknown young singer like Mei, 
an unsuccessful trip to Shanghai might have meant the end of his career, as 
much as a success could land him on center stage 42 

The trip turned out to be a great success. The audience adored Mei Lan
fang, whom they were seeing for the first time. What emerges from his own 
story of the trip is the importance of the press, the significant role it played 
in making him a star, and the degree to which this had become conscious 
knowledge. There are many indications to support this claim. Upon their 
arrival ,  the owner of the theater took Li and Mei to pay their respects to the 

41 Ibid" voU, pp.l23, 146, 18I. 
42 Ibid. ,  vall , p.l26 .  

43 Ibid. , vall, p.l25. 
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44 Zheng sold the paper after a year, and 
it carried no further illustrations; see Zhu, 
"Shanghai xiaobao de lishi yange," p. 167. 

chief editors of the three most important Shanghai ------------------------

dailies, Di Pingzi J'k.lf.y of Shibao, Shi Liangcai Figure 18 

5EN7f of Shenbao, and Wang Hanxi 1.I1l1� of 
Xinwen bao *JTIiil¥�, in an evident effort to elicit 
friendly press coverage.43 Shanghai theater criticism 
and advertising made a profound impression on 
Mei. In Shanghai, the power of the newspapers 
to generate interest in the theater and influence 
public judgment of the performance was unique. 
Very few newspapers outside Shanghai carried any 
theater criticism at all at this time. 

While Mei Lanfang was performing in the city, 
there were almost daily reviews of his performances. 
Unfortunately the format of Theater Illustrated had 
changed by this time, and it no longer carried artis
tic illustrations; the only illustrations now were in 
theater advertisements 44 Advertisements featuring 
Mei frequently appeared on the front page (Figures 
18 and 19). Mei was overwhelmed by the way 
adveltising was displayed on the Shanghai streets 
as well as in the newspapers, since Beijing at the 
time had neither newspaper advertisements nor the 
public theater advertisements known as haibao. 

The first report on Mei came three days before 
the actual premiere. As he was virtually unknown 
in Shanghai, this article came at a critical juncture. 
Written by the leading theater critic Feng Shulan 
{,!5*�� (whose pen name was Mr Ma Er =7t1J, 
it alerted the Shanghai audience to its responsibil
ity by mentioning that the Beijing newspaper Asia 
Daily News ( Yaxiya ribao .s:2*IH.s:2 B ¥�) had run a 

Advertisement for the Diyitai Theater showing Mei Lanfang on 
stage. Theater Illustrated, 25 November 1913 
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Figure 19 

Advertisement for front the Diyitai Theater showing Mei Lanfang, on 
center of the page. Theater Illustrated, 6 November 1913 

full-page reprint of the reactions in the Shanghai 
news media to the arrival of Li Fengqing and 
Mei Lanfang. Obviously, the art of these two 
actors was highly regarded in their own city. 
Their appearance would be a treat for Shanghai, 
and he, the critic, was himself eagerly awaiting 
the opening night.45 Through this reference to 
other newspaper reports, the critic assumed a 
professional and objective stance towards the 
two actors. The tone of this report prepared the 
stage for Mei Lanfang. 

;�t; �� 

1��� '{� 
45 Ma Er xiansheng, "Beijingren zhi Wang, 
Mei re" [The fever for Wang and Mei among 
the Pekingese], THIE, 2 November 1913. 

46 Xueweng, "Dongla xiche" [On this and 
that], THIE, 6 November 1913-

47 [Wang] Shouyue, "Lanfang jing si 
nanfang" [Lanfang actually looks like a 
southernerJ, THIE, 9 November 1913,  
p.2 .  

Singing a qingyi role, Mei Lanfang faced an 
audience with quite traditional reactions. Ac
cording to Theater Illustrated some opera fans 
reacted with wild enthusiasm at Mei Lanfang's 
stunning grace and beauty. This was a type of 
role which in the past had inevitably associated 
the actor with possible moral compromises. The 
audience's enthusiasm was a possible pitfall for a 
'civilized' (wenming) star. The Theater Illustrated, 
as might be expected, did everything in its power 
to counteract this unwholesome tendency. With 
the agenda of reshaping the traditional opera 
singer into an artist in the highest cultural register, 
and of re-educating the public in the process, 
the paper explored an utterly new dimension of 
the actor's off-stage performance. 

After the initial positive but matter-of-fact 
reviews of Mei's performance, mixed at times 
with ironical asides about the Shanghai audi
ence being so captivated by Mei's good 100ks,46 

an article entitled: "Lanfang actually looks like a 
southerner," by the theater critic Wang Shouyue 

.:EilJ=l openly praised Mei for his modern appearance and dress. These were 
similar to those of young men in China's southern coastal cities, and that 
meant modern in the Western sense: 

When actors come south, most of them bring their big long queue with 
them, but an exception occurred this time with Mei Lanfang's visit to 
Shanghai. Not only does he have short hair, his entire way of dressing and 
appearance all uncannily resemble that of a southerner; together with his 
delicate and graceful appearance, he seems even more to be without a 
whiff of turbid air [associated with persons from the North] . 47 
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The article then went out of its way to describe Mei's upright and modest 
demeanor. This attention given to the personal and moral character of an 
actor was unusual. The stated aim of these observations was to correct the 
impression that opera singers from Beijing-at the end of the year 1913!-all 
still wore queues, the emblem of traditional stuffiness. Yet the delight ex
pressed by the writer in reporting his observations had a clear agenda: in 
recognizing Mei's good looks and talent as a artist, the critic was attempting 
to build up the image of a top singer who could also be admired for his 
new civilized public character. 

In the third phase of criticism, it was the innovative spirit of Mei's acting 
and singing which increasingly won the respect of the Theater Illustrated 
critics. Articles began to appear analyzing his "extremely refreshing" new style 
of singing 48 They also paid great attention to Mei's stage movement and the 
way in which his serious and upright character shone forth in his voice and 
acting 49 The paper even began to print poems dedicated to Mei by enthusi
asts.50 All of this attention contributed to the creation of the atmosphere of 
heightened enthusiasm that was crucial for the rise of a new star. 

All of Mei Lanfang's modernity notwithstanding, the Theater Illustrated 
was still uneasy with the star culture its own articles fostered. As the critic 
Zuiweng M� wrote: 

[The theaterl Diyitai m-il hires so-called mingjue [leading star singers] 
but in fact they have no real talent. The theater is only using their hollow 
names to cheat others. When a mingjue has been shown enough in the 
limelight, he is then whisked away and replaced by others. All this hype 
and flattery is for the Shanghainese, who are quick to tire of the old and 
love anything new. If one of these actors were to stay on, it would be 
difficult for him to please them continuously. Thus [the Diyitail uses the 
strategy of continuous renewal to satisfy the psychology of the Shanghai 
audience. The audience does not notice this, and each time it goes crazy 
[again with excitement]. Should we not be a little more cautious?51 

Apart from this point of principle, Zuiweng offered little by way of 
particular criticism of Mei's performance. In two other articles written by 
Feng Shulan CMr Ma Er), however, the criticism moved beyond such points 
of principle into an extremely detailed and balanced discussion of Mei's 
performances. Feng Shu Ian pointed out where Mei was not as good as he 
could have been, and where Mei's interpretation of a character was not 
sound. These were convincing criticisms mixed with praise. Feng Shu Ian 
was most impressed, however, by Mei Lanfang's willingness to experiment 
with new acting techniques. 52 

Such willingness and ability on the part of actors to learn and experi
ment with new ways was made into a praiseworthy quality by the Theater 
Illustrated: it implied a criticism of the traditionalism of imitating the teacher's 
performance to the last gesture, and opened the mental door for the great 
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48 Binglu, "Mei Lanfang zhi Nl1 qijie' [Mei 
Lanfang's The female prisonerl, THIB, 10 
November 1913. 

49 Shiyan, " Mei Lanfang zhi Baishe zhuan" 
[Mei Lanfang's The white snake], THIE, 1 5  
November 1913; Xiaoximi, "Xingqiri Diyitai 
guanju ji" [Comments on [my] impression 
at Diyitai on Sunday], THIB, 21 November 
1913 

50 Ci Meng, "Zeng Mei Lanfang" [Dedicated 
to Mei Lanfangl, THIB, 7 November 1913. 

51 Zuiweng, "Jiaoxuan tan xie" [Small talk 
from Jiao studiol, THIB, 20 November 
1913 

52 Ma Er xiansheng, "Mei Lanfang zhi Wuhua 

dong' [Mei Lanfang's Fivej!owered cavel, 
THIB, 25 November 1913; " Diyitai yinli ershi 
jiu ye zhi xiping" [Review of the performance 
at Diyitai on the 29th of the lunar calendar], 
THIB, 27 November 1913. 
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53 Mei, Wutai shenghuo sishi nian, yoU, 
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innovations in Peking Opera that were to come in the 1920s and 1930s. As 
Feng Shulan observed, Mei had already begun to change while he was still 
in Shanghai. After his return to Beijing, with the help of his supporters and 
critics, he threw himself into creating new operas and acting in new operas 
which he had seen in Shanghai. Mei himself later recalled how the response 
of Shanghai's audiences and critics had stimulated him to experiment with 
new acting techniques: 

The experience of the first two days had shown that among the pieces 
which I have being singing alone Springtime in the jade Hall (Yutang 
chun ::Jigf!') was more successful than The Match at Rainbow Towers 
(Cai lou pei �:fltrJc). As to the program of the last four days . . .  the audi
ence was most enthusiastic about Rainbow Pass (Hongni guan 9lIJ'lIm)' 
From this it is easy to see that the soprano scenes . . .  with their emphasis 
on singing [and not much acting] , and furthermore on old-style singing as 
well as old tunes, did not satisfy audience tastes. What audiences like is a 
combination of singing and acting; but there has to be something new in 
the singing as well. As there are many new tunes in Springtime in thejade 
Hall and Rainbow Pass, and much lively stage acting, the audience was 
quite satisfied. My main repeltoire is in the high-register singing pieces; 
these are mostly old pieces sung [with the hands just] holding the belly 
[and little acting] . If I had relied on any of these for the 'piece that brings 
the house down, '  I am afraid I would not have been successful.53 

Mei Lanfang now made an extraordinarily bold decision. For his first 
lead performance in Shanghai, he studied a role-type he had never played, 
that of the female warrior, the 'sword and horse dan' (daoma dan 7J,� B ), 

because he felt it combined singing and acting in a manner most attractive 
for the Shanghai audience. 

As the performances went on, the paper built up the persona of Mei 
as a man of great talent, with an innovative style of singing and a keen 
understanding of the psychological depth of his characters, and who was, 
moreover, morally upright. 

The reporting on Mei Lanfang shows the means by which the image of 
the star, and the star himself, was shaped by this particular specialized press. 
Taking this young actor, who was known to few, the paper attempted to 
create the image of an opera star as a modern figure who, in addition to 
being a sublime artist, is capable of new thinking and behavior. The mechan
ism of creating such an image can be summed up as: ( 1 )  large amounts 
of continued and focused exposure, including illustrated images, praise, 
comment, and criticism based on a balanced and detailed assessment by 
well-known and knowledgeable critics; (2) an advertiSing campaign boldly 
designed and centrally displayed to focus public attention and establish the 
actor as a public personality with a high level of recognition; and (3) the 
purposeful highlighting of those features which serve the cultural agenda of 
the new theater, in Mei's case through clear and detailed comments on his 
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admirable personal character and behavior. Thus, the continued coverage 
by the press, the central position given to individuals, and the orientation 
of its reporting in effect established the entertainment-plus-reform papers 
of the Theater Illustrated kind as the brokers of stardom. 

The interest which these newspapers and the large papers that were soon 
to dispute their territory had in the stars lay in their capacity to generate 
news; at the same time it was this very press coverage that made entertain
ers and actors into stars or, for that matter, undid them. The attention paid 
hy the press to the theater and its stars could also backfire, as the case of 
Zhang Yucun �i'ffi.tH will show. 

The Journalist on the Line: The Case of Zhang Yucun

Making and Breaking a Would-be Star 

On 2 July 1913 ,  an article appeared in the Theater Illustrated titled "The 
record of the actor Zhang Yucun emerging from seclusion." Mr Zhang, who 
was a member and Peking Opera instructor of the Ming she �¥.H± society of 
amateur opera singers, had been invited to Shanghai by the Xinxin Theater 
for a special guest appearance of five nights. With enthusiasm and appar
ent insider knowledge, the critic Tianxiao 7(� detailed Zhang's absorbing 
passion for the opera, to the point that when all his considerable inherited 
wealth had been spent, he had thrown in his lot with the profession and 
become the pupil of the famous actor Wang Xiaonong 1I�f�.  As Shanghai 
theaters were eager to invite stars from Beijing, friends had convinced Zhang 
to come out and perform in public 54 

The hype and praise for Mr Zhang continued for two more days, with 
Tianxiao writing articles introducing his singing style, pronouncing the 
performance a unique occasion, and divulging how hard it had been to 
convince Mr Zhang to agree to giving public performances 55 The paper 
also carried illustrated advertisements for his performances on the 4th and 
5th of July (Figure 20). 

The effect was instantaneous. On the night of the performance, the pa
per reported that the Xinxin Theater was so packed that there was barely 
standing room. The comments on Zhang's performance were, however, 
surprisingly muted. 56 

On the very same day, the paper carried a full-page article by Zheng 
Zhengqiu, titled "An announcement to colleagues in our company," in which 
Zheng blasted the performance of Zhang Yucun which he happened to 
have seen the previous night. But this was not what motivated him to write 
the article. He had come to the theater after his doctor had given him an 
evening's leave from the hospital where he had been treated over the past 
month. As he had not been able to read the newspaper during this time, 

7 5  

54 Tianxiao, "Lingyin Zhang Yucun chushan 
ji" [The record of the actor Zhang Yucun 
emerging from seclUSion], THiB, 2 July 
1913 

55 Tianxiao, "Zhang Yucun wuri zhi nashou 
xi" [Zhang Yucun will perform his most 
outstanding opera pieces over five days!, 
THiB, 3 July 1913; "Zhang Yucun jinye zhi 
Kongchengji: mingjiao dengtai, xiandu wei 
kui" [Zhang Yuchun's performance of The 
Ruse of the Empty City tonight: with a famous 
lead actor performing, it should be a pleasure 
to be among the first to see it], THiB, 4 July 
1913. 

56 Tianxiao, "Yi yi changgong sheng" [The 
one who is strong in singing], THiE, 6 July 
1913. 
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57 Zheng Zhengqiu, "Zhengqiu gao she zhong 
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Figure 20 

Advertisement for Zhang Yudun 's per
formance of "Kong cheng jin �:l]jX§+ [The 
Ruse of the Empty City}. Theater Illustrat
ed, 4 july 1913 

he was quite unaware of the alticles 
about Zhang that had been published 
in his own paper. He had only learned 
about them after complaining to a 
visiting friend about the bad perform
ance by Zhang. The friend had then 
confronted him and brought out the 
papers for him to read. This was the 
background of the harsh language and 
angry sentiment of the article. After a 
detailed review of Zhang's singing and 
acting, which Zheng described as a 
total disaster, he went on to apologize 
to readers and to the members of his 
newspaper company: 

Although the failure of Zhang Yucun 
is his own doing, [what is much 
more at stake is thatl the name and 
honor of our company have fallen 
to the ground, and the trustworthi-
ness of our paper has been dam

aged. The newspaper seeks truth in its praise and censure. If it is based 
on reciprocating sentiments [of friendship] ' we would have failed in our 
duties and obligations to our readers. I urge Tianxiao to be careful with 
his pen in future 57 

Two days later, the Theater Illustrated published an explanation by 
Tianxiao of the incident and an apology to readers. To dispel any sus
picion of premeditated distortion on his part, Tianxiao pointed out that his 
two previous articles had been based on Zhang's trial performance, which 
he had attended. There, Zhang had sung with power and refinement. He 
ended by saying: "It is clear [as this incident provesl that to perform on the 
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stage is not a simple matter, and neither is writing theater criticism." From 
Tianxiao's article we learn that the second performance was canceled, since 
Zhang had been so intimidated by Zheng Zhengqiu's criticism that he could 
not make himself appear on stage; instead, he terminated his contract with 
the theater 58 

The case highlights the journal's heightened sense of responsibility to 
a new type of public figure also possessing potential star qualities that had 
appeared among its own ranks-that is, the man of letters and journalist. 
While it shows the potential influence the press had on the fates of actors 
and would-be stars, it more importantly makes visible the new understanding 
the theater journalist had gained of his duties as a maker of public opinion. 
There had been a rhetoric of slanderous comment about the low moral 
stature and lack of commitment to truth on the part of Chinese journalists 
among some high-ranking Qing officials (who at the same time were avid 
readers of the papers) 59 To make his mark as a public personality worthy 
of respect, the journalist had to counteract this image; related efforts in this 
direction go back to the early years of the Shenbao. The strong and pointed 
sense of professional responsibility of the journalist in Zheng Zhengqiu's 
article is characteristic of the paper as a whole. It is the behavioral code for 
the journalist as a 'famous man of letters' that gives this episode its sense of 
urgency. In the newly developing public sphere the journalist takes his own 
performance, role-playing, and respectability as seriously as that of the opera 
star. As much as opera stars were dependent on public opinion to maintain 
their stardom, journalists had to safeguard their public credibility as well as 
their claim to analytical sophistication in a field-artistic judgment-notori
ously beset with suspicions of subjectivism and nepotism. Being himself an 
actor on the public stage, the journalist had to defend an idealized image of 
his own importance in the realm of cultural production. 

This self-assigned public role and its importance were reflected in the 
journalists' perception of the close relationship between theater criticism 
and the well-being of the theater. In an article titled "Theater Criticism and 
Shanghai," the critic Wang Shouyue states that the quality of the Shanghai 
theater was directly related to the attention it received from men of letters 
(wenren). A comparison with cities such as Hankou 1� 0 , he argued, showed 
how much journalists had contributed to the Shanghai stage. In the Hankou 
paper Central Western Daily (Zhong xi baa cpj1§¥liD "from the first page to 
the last not one column is devoted to theater criticism. [Even in the section 
on entertainment programs] only two opera houses are listed. What they 
do publish, however, and in large amounts, is news on courtesan entertain
ment ."  He linked the Hankou paper's poor record with the dismally low 
theater attendance in Hankou even though the city could boast some very 
fine singers 60 
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58 Tianxiao, "Cui xie yuebao zhujun" [Apology 
to readersl, THJB, 8 July 1913. 

59 Rudolf Wagner, "The Shenbaoin Crisis: the 
international environment and the conflict 
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In this assessment of the role of the journalist as the arbiter of cultural 
taste, a larger issue raised in the Zhang Yucun episode remains unresolved: 
that what are considered facts can be used and presented to enhance a par
ticular ideological position. This is not disputed by the editors, since they 
are strongly committed to the development of the new drama, and to the 
glory of the collective rather than that of the star. 

The Collective as Star: The Case of New Stage Theatre and 

Xinmin She *ff RH 

As a paper that made no secret of  its ideological orientation, Theater 
Illustrated placed its focus firmly on the New Stage Theater (Xin wutai *JT 
� i=l) and the Association for the Renewal of the People and the Renewal 
of the Stage (Xinmin xinju she *JT .§\*JTjH±). Both were commercial theater 
companies committed to reforming Peking Opera (jingjugailiang *j�B)Z:.5D 
and creating 'civilized new drama' ( wenming xinju ':x:: B)HJTj�) 61 Through its 
portrayal of the two organizations, the Theater Illustrated presents its ulti
mate ideal of stardom: the collective. This commitment was, however, very 
much at odds with the star system prevailing in the Shanghai entertainment 
world. Thus it was against this trend that the paper tried to promote a new 
theater culture. 

A short history of the two organizations will put these issues into per
spective. The New Stage was founded by the brothers Xia Yueshan and 
Xia Yuerun, along with Pan Yuejiao and with the help of local Chinese 
merchants.62 The building itself was the first modern theater in China. It 
was built in 1908 following the Japanese model of a Western-style theater, 
without supporting beams in the room and with audience seating fanning 
out facing the stage. It made use of background scenery, modern lighting 
equipment, a revolving stage, and a catwalk. The three founders were all 
excellent Peking Opera singers living in Shanghai.63 They were, furthermore, 
politically extremely active during the 191 1 revolution in Shanghai 64 As a 
political gesture, the new theater was built in the Southern Town (nanshi 
l¥lm), the Chinese part of the city under local self-government. It was first 
established on the Bund of Shiliu pu + /\�i1l; then, after the lease ended in 
1912 ,  a new theater was built inside the former walled city at Jiumu di tL 
il¥ZJ:ih. The choice of locations was prompted by the wish to revive theater 
life in the Chinese area. Together with the theater, residential housing was 
built around it to stimulate business 65 The theater was among the first to 
create new operas with new and contemporary themes. They included The 
New Dame aux Camelias (Xin chahua *JT"-*:{E) and The Opium Addict (Heiji 

yuanhun JlUjr��) (also known as " The Civilized New Opera The Opium 

Addict, performed in installments on successive evenings" (liantai wenming 

xinxi Heiji yuanhun � i=l.:X:: B)HJTIi.t�Ui!i��) . These were new operas based 
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on contemporary themes and performed in contemporary costume (Chinese 
and Western), and were first sung by the politically active opera singers of 
the New Stage. One is a Chinese version of Alexandre Dumas fils' La Dame 

aux Camelias with the 1 9 1 1  revolution added to the plot, and the other is 
a play about the criminalizing effects of opium on an entire family. Both 
plays were extremely popular and ran for a long time.66 Operas based on 
contemporary (sometimes Shanghai) events, such as the new opera Yan 
Ruisheng �Jffij�, were even more successful;67 one report claimed that this 
opera drew a full house, rain or shine, for six months 68 The success of this 
theater with its new plays provided the model for the construction of a new 
type of opera house. 

In 1912, the Xia brothers also set up the first modern theater organization 
in China, the Shanghai Theater Association (Shanghai lingjie lianhehui LW 
{�JJ'f-�9fii'i'�). To highlight their reform agenda, and to eradicate the image 
of the actor as a male prostitute, members of the New Stage were required 
to use their real names and not stage names, and to refer to themselves not 
as actors ( lingren {�AJ, which was the tradition, but as 'artists' (yiyuan 

iiffil.). Members were not allowed to participate in private performances; 
these were regarded as demeaning, being furthermore associated with male 
prostitution.69 The Theater Association also showed social responsibility by 
sponsoring many welfare projects including famine relief, a public cemetery, 
and a primary schoo1.7o Being very much aware of the influence of news
papers on the theater business, Xia Yueshan founded the entertainment 
newspaper The Forest of Laughter (Xiaolin hao �;ff\¥�) to further promote 
the New Stage.71 

The Xinmin she was one of the more influential organizations promot
ing the new drama.72 Zheng Zhengqiu had founded it in 1913, and he was 
not only the director and an actor in the troupe, but also its playwright. The 
troupe's members had been actors in the 'People's Renewal Motion-picture 
Company' (Xinmin yingxigongsi *JT .El:'Jt�Ji�0 P)), which Zheng Zhengqiu had 
founded together with others earlier in the same year. For that venture, Zheng 
had written and directed one of China's first feature films, Nanfu nanqi Jtj( 
B� (Husband and wife in times of hardship)' A few months later the film 
company folded, and in the fall of that year Zheng reorganized its members 
into the drama troupe 73 Zheng's relationship with motion pictures did not 
end there, however. In 1922, he became one of the founding members of 
the famous Chinese film company, Star Studio (Mingxing yingpian gongsi 

E!Jj�Je�Jt0 P))' I mention this here because the same people who were 

66 There are different works under the title of 1(1909); and the spoken drama Xin Chahua, 

Xin Chahua: the novel Xin Chahua, by Xin Qing performed by the Jinhua tuan [Evolution 
(Shanghai: Shenjiang Xiaoshuo She, 1907); the Troupe] in 1910. Each has a different plot; 
new opera Xin Chahua, performed by Xin Wutai see Chen and Dong, eds, Zhongguo xiandai 
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involved in the new opera and new drama movements were also involved 
in China's new film industry with its studio and star system 74 

Using the Theater Illustrated, Zheng Zhengqiu promoted various new 
dramas which he himself had written and staged and in which he had also 
acted. The texts of these plays were published in his paper. They included 
The Evil Family CE pating �*&!) and The SUffering Maid (Ku yatou =is Y 
iiJi), both of which had as their theme the oppressiveness of the 'feudal' 
family. 

Through focused and numerous reports, the Theater Illustrated promoted 
both the New Stage Theater and the Xinmin she. Reports included everything 
from detailed notes on theater repairs to big events such as the premieres of 
new plays, and from detailed financial records to daily stage criticism-and 

"Yinmou" �� [The Conspiracy}, an illustration/or the new-style opera "Napoleon. "Theater Il lustrated, 30 November 1912 
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Figure 2 2  
this over a long period of  time. In  this way, 
the paper helped to make the two theater 
reform organizations into landmarks on the 
Shanghai theater scene. The one overall 
concern of the paper was to provide a 
model for Peking Opera troupes and 
new drama against the background of the 
inexorable rise of the Peking Opera star. 
This was reflected in the way in which their 
performances were critically evaluated and 
their advertisements written. 

Advertisement sheet for the Xinxin Theater. Theater Illustrated, 22 January 
1913 

The reviews of the performances of 
these two troupes touched upon each and 
every member of the troupe and gave no 
privileged positions to stars. As the paper 
pointed out, the New Stage was made up 
entirely of strong singers, each contributing 
to the success of the troupe as a whole; 
moreover, it was their spirit of change 
and their new operas that made them 
successful, and not one or two individual 
actors. In a report on a New Stage Theater 
performance in a different location after its 
premises had been occupied by refugees 
from the Civil War (a location which they 
rebuilt and named Zhaoming Teahouse, 
[Zhaoming chayuan �EJj:j�IEl]), the critic 
Maimai praised the troupe for maintaining 
unity under such difficult circumstances. It 
continued to be successful without resort
ing to the strategy of inviting new stars 
from Beijing.75 

The emphasis on the troupe rather 
than the star is clearly brought out by the 
illustrations. In a review of the new opera 
The Conspiracy ( Yinmou ��) based on 
the story of Napoleon and performed by 
the New Stage Theater (Figure 21) ,  the 
entire focus is on the content; not one of 
the actors is mentioned by name. In the 
Xinmin she advertisements, the names of the actors are often not listed; 
they are only identified as a collective (Figure 22). But when their names 
are given, all members are listed without hierarchy (Figure 23). Compared 

75 Maimai, "Jishi" [Notes on events], THiB, 
11 August 1913. 
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to regular commercial theater advertisements, those by the Xinmin she 

represent a different set of cultural values; it is the play itself that receives 
most of the attention. 

This is not to deny that in theater criticism the lead actor was the center 

Figure 23 

Advertisement sheet/or the Da Wutai Theater. Theater Illustrated, 8 January 1913 

of attention. In the case of New Stage and Xinmin she, however, the lead 
actors themselves were treated as part of a collective. Both were, after all, 
actors' companies, owned and run by actors. In the case of New Stage the 
three founding members (Xia Yueshan, Xia Yuerun and Pan Yuejiao) were 
also the company's lead actors; and for Xinmin she, Zheng Zhengqiu was 
founder, director, playwright and actor. 76 The heads of these companies were 
interested in the well-being of the entire enterprise and not just their own 
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glory. They also employed many other famous actors such as Sun Juxian 
j%3ij{W , Mao Yunke '=§'il�JiiJ, Wang Hongshou .:Em;:, and Zhou Fengwen 
J!j 1\)( during the period studied here. One of the reasons we know about 
these people as lead actors and stars of the company is the way the Theater 

Illustrated treated them. The theater reviews published in the paper normally 
comment on all lead actors, starting with the critic's first encounter as he 
enters the theater and on down the list according to the program. This same 
principle was adopted by the company in its advertising strategy. Each day 
the company would feature a different lead actor. All of them would be 
associated with the group and were regarded as representing the collective 
excellence of the whole.77 

Few of the reviews of the new dramas performed by the Xinmin group 
were written by Theater Illustratedstaff members; indeed, some ofthe paper's 
journalists were usually in the play. As a manifesto published after the first 
performance of The Sujfering Maid states, the paper would publish different 
critical opinions according to "the Western notion of letting public opinion 
be heard through the newspaper. ,,78 These reviews were generally positive. 
The focal points of most reviews were the content of the play and the acting. 
As these were new plays, some critics commented on the characters and the 
acting for the whole play.79 Others gave advice on improving the text. At the 
center of these reviews was the play itself, rather than the actors 80 

These new dramas were not performed in the traditional Peking Opera 
theaters, but in the city's foreign-owned drama theater, the Lyceum. Founded 
by a group of English residents in 1866, this was Shanghai's oldest theater 81 
The connection with the Lyceum no doubt had its ideological roots, as the 
new drama tried to make clear that its artistic origin was Western theater, 
and that this was a new brand of actor not to be socially categorized in the 
same manner as traditional opera singers. But the setting brought its own 
problems as most Chinese theater visitors were not familiar with the manners 
of this new environment. As much as the Lyceum was effective in providing 
a new cultural milieu for the reception of the new plays, it also brought a lot 
of trouble for the foreign management of the theater as well as for Zheng 
himself. One article strongly protested that Chinese audiences simply did 
not know how to behave in a Western-style theater; some people started to 
smoke and were removed by the Western management, while others were 
noisy and spat as they pleased. This, exclaimed the writer, was not entirely 
the fault of the audience but rather of those who were familiar with Western 
ways and were in charge of the event (namely Zheng Zhengqiu). Some kind 
of notice should have been distributed alongside the advertisement for the 
show to instruct people on how to conduct themselves 82 Civilized drama 
could not solve the problem of 'civilizing' theater behavior; it could do no 
more than present anti-'feudal' dramas and works denouncing social ills. This 
left the whole question of 'civilized culture' in a somewhat fuzzy state. 
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The New Stage and the Xinmin she, as seen in the Theater Illustrated, 

made a valiant effort to confront the ever-growing prominence of the lead
ing stars in the theater. In their effort to gain a degree of control over the 
course of the development of opera and to shape public opinion regard
ing the social status of actors and the rise of star culture, they fostered a 
new awareness of the profession of the actor. Later this translated into the 
founding of the Theater News (Liyuan gongbao ��0¥�) in 1927, a paper 
that speCifically addressed the issues and problems faCing the theater and 
actors 83 While the paper tried to focus on the collective, and on issues of 
collective welfare, the tide represented by star actors such as Mei Lanfang 
was by then too strong to resist. As actors were very much aware of the 
power of the press in making them known to the wider public, they used 
the papers to promote their own cause. 

Even the fame of Zheng Zhengqiu and his Xinmin she drama troupe 
did not secure economic viability, and a few months after its founding the 
company was in serious trouble due to a hostile takeover attempt by former 
colleagues with whom Zheng had started his film company. As a consequence, 
he was forced to hire a few relatively famous actors who had happened to 
return to Shanghai at that moment, and to offer them huge salaries compared 
to those of the troupe members. Capitulating before the power of stardom, 
Zheng furthermore placed 'flamboyantly phrased' advertisements in all the 
big and small papers, 'imitating, '  as the The Actar'sJaurnal (Paiyou zazhi �F 
li?fIE�,t) said, "the method used by traditional theater advertisements, pre
senting the names of these actors in enlarged characters, and praising them 
in an exaggerated manner with phrases like 'there is no equal to them on 
this earth. ",84 

When Zheng Zhengqiu and other members of his drama troupe moved 
into film, where the whole business setup revolved around the lead actresses 
and actors, the ideal of promoting the theater troupe as a collective became 
history. 

Conclusion 

The entertainment press was very much at the forefront of promoting 
the notions of entertainment as newsworthy and the actor as a star. Neither 
the genre of the entertainment press nor the idea of the actor as a star was 
invented in or unique to China; Li Boyuan '$fS:7C the founder of the early 
Yauxi baa and Shijie fanhua baa, himself stated that he was inspired by 
Western examples 85 The cult of the actor or actress as a star of national 
and even international dimensions had developed in Europe during the 
second half of the nineteenth century; and, as in China, the key link was 
the entertainment press. This new urban medium came with a whole new 
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way of presenting and looking at social relationships. The simultaneous 
popularization of the stage stars and their elevation to sublime artists, 
exemplars of modern enlightenment, and national emblems came at a 
moment in China when all social relations and social standings were very 
much in flux and under challenge and reconsideration-and it was made 
possible by these developments. 

As there are clear Western models visible in all aspects of this process 
(ranging from the entertainment paper and its symbiosis with the star to 
the elevation of stage art into a high-culture genre with the concomitant 
development of a civilizing and modernizing mission for the star actor), 
and as the process described here evolved mainly in the International 
Settlement in Shanghai with its comparatively open public sphere, it is 
certainly plausible to see this cultural movement in the framework of a 
'response to the West, '  where a new Chinese cultural identity was con
structed in response to the Western notion of 'civilization' under conditions 
of 'imperialist' domination. While any construction of the 'national' must 
take the international context into account, I have tried to offer an altena
tive to this line of argument. The rise of the actor to national stardom is 
an international phenomenon, but the actual process hinges less on the 
power relations between nations than on the development of China's 
public sphere since the 1870s, with its core in Shanghai. With the rise of 
the Chinese-language press, a new and public cultural sphere was in the 
making and with it, a new cultural identity formed that actively engaged 
with international trends. As a power broker in China's public arena, the 
press delineated its own agenda and formulated its own brand of 'public 
personalities' largely determined by the nature of the press as a public 
forum. The entertainment press went for the iconoclastic and the popular, 
and trained its spotlights on marginal but popular personalities such as the 
courtesan and the actor. These papers did not have a unified vOice, but 
they were unified on the issue of promoting the theater and actors. Most 
of the papers were commercial enterprises and, while their editors might 
have had an ideological commitment, they had to ensure their financial 
survival and success-which meant finding a broad popular audience 
and, to a degree, catering to their preferences. This was even true for the 
higher entertainment papers, such as the Theater Illustrated with its strong 
reformist agenda. That an actor such as Mei Lanfang became a national 
and even international star who was seen as representing the flower of 
Chinese culture certainly did not result from a collective urge of China's 
reforming elite as part of their modernizing agenda; and neither was it the 
result of China's bending to the pressures of imperialist demands. With 
the collapse of the Qing dynasty and the entrance of traditional literati 
into the new cultural field of the press, a dynamic relationship emerged 
between political agendas, the market, and new urban cultural forces. 
The Chinese press was national through the requirements of its market, 
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and international through its engagement with urban modernity. The messy 
processes of interaction between these different forces in a largely open 
public sphere proved in the long run to be more internationally connected 
and locally subversive than any of the institutions of the nation state. The 
actor star is a result of these processes rather than of a program of any of 
the persons or forces involved. 

From the late-Qing reform efforts up to the New Culture movement of 1919,  
the commercial aspects of stars and of theater culture in fact overwhelmed 
the ideological drive. The May Fourth cultural project rejected Peking Op
era as representing the old society and lacking any redeeming feature, but 
the Western-style spoken drama it favored was not able to undermine the 
popularity of Peking Opera as a form of mass entertainment 86 
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